Multi-type recurrent event data arise in many situations when two or more different event types may occur repeatedly over an observation period. For example, in a randomized controlled clinical trial to study the efficacy of nutritional supplements for skin cancer prevention, there can be two types of skin cancer events occur repeatedly over time. The research objectives of analyzing such data often include characterizing the event rate of different event types, estimating the treatment effects on each event process, and understanding the correlation structure among different event types. In this paper, we propose the use of a proportional intensity model with multivariate random effects to model such data. The proposed model can take into account the dependence among different event types within a subject as well as the treatment effects.
Introduction
In many research fields, it is common to observe processes that generate events repeatedly over the follow-up time for a given subject. Such processes are called recurrent event processes and the generated data are referred to as recurrent event data. In clinical studies, patients may experience transient clinical events repeatedly over an observation period, such as occurrences of heart attack in cardiovascular studies, epileptic seizures in neurology studies, fractures in osteoporosis studies, and recurrence of bladder cancer tumors in oncology studies. Multi-type recurrent event data arise when two or more different kinds of events may occur repeatedly over an observation period. For example, in bone marrow transplantation, different types of recurrent infections (e.g., bacterial, fungal, and viral infections) can occur after the surgery.
The analyses of such multi-type recurrent event data often aim to answer scientific ques- Multivariate frailty model are widely used to model recurrent event data (e.g., Duchateau et al. 2003 , Manda and Meyer 2005 , and McGilchrist and Yau 2008 . Although there has been many developments on recurrent event data analysis, existing methods are not general or flexible enough to model and characterize multi-type recurrent event data. In this paper, we propose the use of a semiparametric proportional hazards model with correlated random effect to characterize multi-type recurrent event data. Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization (MCEM) algorithm is used to estimate unknown parameters in the model. For a literature review, a general description of models for recurrent event data can be found in literature, for example, Cook and Lawless (2007) . In terms of baseline modeling, Abu-Libdeh, Turnbull, and Clark (1990) , and Cook et al. (1999) considered a frailty model with parametric baseline functions. Chen et al. (2005) , Moreno (2008) , and Chen and Cook (2009) used a piecewise constant baseline intensity function to analyze multi-type recurrent event data. For piece-wise constant function models, one needs to specify the locations and number of pieces for the intensity function. As it is pointed out by Friedman (1982) , the estimator will be biased if the locations and the number of pieces are not correctly 2 specified. Thus, in comparison to the parametric and piecewise constant assumptions, the nonparametric baseline assumption used in this paper is more flexible.
For modeling of multiple types of events, Cai and Schaubel (2004) proposed a class of semi-parametric marginal means/rates models for multiple type recurrent event data, without random effects. Cook, Lawless, and Lee (2010) introduced a bivariate mixed Poisson model using a copula function to describe the correlation between frailties of the two types of events. They applied the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm and used numerical integration in the expectation step (E step) to calculate the conditional expectations. However, numerical integration can be unstable, even when the number of event types is two.
When the number of event types is more than two, it is challenging to make numerical integration work. The Monte Carlo sampling used in our method is more flexible than numerical integration in dealing with multi-type events, even for large number of event types. Rondeau, Mazroui, and Gonzalez (2012) developed an R package for the analysis of correlated survival data with frailty models. Mazroui et al. (2013) considered multivariate frailty models for two types of recurrent events with parametric baseline and spline based baseline functions. Mazroui et al. (2015) considered multivariate frailty models for two types of recurrent events with time-varying coefficients.
Although MCEM algorithms were used in parameter estimation for frailty models of single-type recurrent event data analysis (Vaida and Xu 2000, and Ripatti, Larsen, and Palmgren 2002) , the generalization of the MCEM algorithm to multi-type recurrent event data is not a trivial task. The challenges mainly arise from the need to estimate multiple baseline functions, correlated frailty, and parameters in the frailty distribution, which are incorporated in this paper. In summary, the proposed method provides a flexible and general approach that can be directly implemented to analyze multi-type recurrent event data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data setup, the model for the intensity function, and the model for the random effects. Section 3 describes the MCEM algorithm that is used to estimate the unknown parameter in the model and statistical inference procedures. Section 4 uses simulations to validate the estimation and inference procedure developed in this paper. Section 5 applies the proposed method to the skin cancer dataset. Section 6 gives some concluding remarks and areas for further research.
Data and Model
In this section, we introduce the notation for the data and the models to describe the data.
3

Data
The k th event time for subject i of event type j is denoted by t ijk , i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , J,
Here m is the number of subjects under the study, J is the total number of event types, τ i is the length of follow-up time for subject i, and N ij (t) is defined to be the number of type j events occurred over time interval (0, t] for subject i. The censoring indicator δ ijk equals to 1 if event type j is observed for subject i at time t ijk , and δ ijk = 0 otherwise. We also have information on covariates for subject i, denoted
where p is the number of covariates. Let t i denote the data for subject i which includes observed event times, censoring indicator and the covariates. We use t = {t 1 , . . . , t m } to denote the dataset for all subjects.
Model for Event Intensities
Let Y i (t) = I(t ≤ τ i ) be the at-risk process for subject i, i = 1, · · · , m. The event history for subject i up to time t is defined as
The intensity function for the type j events of subject i is defined as (e.g., Cook and Lawless
In this paper, we use the following form to model the event intensity for type j
where i = 1, . . . , m, and j = 1, . . . , J. Here, λ 0j (t) is the baseline intensity function for event type j. The vector β j with dimension p × 1 contains the fixed effect parameters for the type j events, and w ij is the random effect for the j th event type of the i th subject. The cumulative intensity function can be written as
where Λ 0j (t) = t 0 λ 0j (s) ds is the baseline cumulative intensity function. In this paper, the baseline cumulative intensity function is left to be unspecified. That is we use a nonparametric form to describe the function Λ 0j (·), j = 1, · · · , J. Note that the intensity function
(1) can also be rewritten as
where u ij = exp(w ij ) is called the frailty for the j th event type of the i th subject. 4
Model for Random Effects
Let w i = (w i1 , . . . , w iJ ) ′ be the random effects vector for the i th subject. A multivariate normal distribution was used to model the random effect w i . In particular, the random effects are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with a multivariate normal distribution MVN (0, Σ). The variance-covariance matrix Σ for the i th subject is
′ be a vector of random effects for all subjects. Then,
where 0 is a zero vector, and the variance-covariance matrix Σ w can be defined as a blockdiagonal matrix with all elements in the diagonal equal to Σ. We write Σ w = diag(Σ, · · · , Σ).
3 Parameter Estimation
The Likelihood Function
′ be the vector for the regression parameters for all types of events.
We use η = {β, Λ 01 (·), . . . , Λ 0J (·)} to denote the unknown parameters in the event intensity model in (1). Let θ = vech(Σ) be the vector for the parameters in Σ, which is the variancecovariance matrix for the distribution of the random effects. Here, vech(Σ) is the half vectorization of the matrix Σ. The set of unknown parameters included in the model is denoted ξ = {η, θ}. The likelihood function for ξ based on data t and random effects w is
where f (w i ; θ) is the probability density function (pdf) of w i . Here λ ij (·) and Λ ij (·) are defined in (1) and (2), respectively. The log-likelihood function is
In particular,
where
and
The pdf of the conditional distribution of w given t is denoted by g(w|t),
It can be shown that the pdf of w|t is
The EM Algorithm
The EM algorithm provides a tool for obtaining maximum likelihood estimates under models that yield analytically formidable likelihood equations. It is an iterative routine requiring two primary calculations at each iteration: computation of a particular conditional expectation of the log-likelihood (E step) and maximization this expectation over the corresponding parameters (M step). The Monte Carlo EM (MCEM), introduced by Wei and Tanner (1990) , The EM algorithm will start with an initial value of ξ, denoted by ξ
, which can be obtained by fitting a Gaussian frailty model separately for each type of events (i.e., set the correlations among different event types to be 0). Then it iteratively carries out the E step and M step as described below until convergence.
E Step:
The estimates for the parameters at the q th iteration of the EM algorithm are represented by ξ (q) .
In the E step, we need to find the conditional expectation of the full log-likelihood function with respect to the conditional distribution w|t. That is to find
Because there is no closed-form expression for g(w|t), we use MCMC to simulate sample from g(w|t). The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm steps are shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1:
2. At iteration s, draw a candidate value w * i , for the i th component of w from a pro-
, where a standard proposal distribution would be the 6 multivariate normal distribution with mean equal to the current value w (s−1) i and with some proposal variance.
3. Compute an acceptance ratio (probability)
Accept w *
i as the new value with probability min(1, r (s) ); otherwise, w
Repeat step 3 and 4 until finishing updating each element in w.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 for generating S samples w (1) , . . . , w ( S) .
M Step:
The goal of the M step is to find the value of ξ that maximizes Q(ξ| ξ
Hence the maximization of Q(ξ| ξ
involves both β and nonparametric baselines Λ 0j (·), it is challenging to do a direct maximization. Thus we use the profile likelihood approach to estimate β first. In this case the log profile likelihood function for β is equivalent to the conditional expectation of the log partial likelihood function. In particular, the conditional expectation of log partial likelihood function is
Here, R jl is the risk set at time t jl , which contains all individuals that are still under study at time t jl . Those time points t jl are the ordered distinct event times for type j events. That is, t j1 < · · · < t jl < · · · < t jL j where L j is the number of distinct event time points for type j, j = 1, · · · , J. Also, let d jl be the total number of event of type j occurred at time t jl .
The required conditional expectations E w|t (w ij ), and E w|t (u ij ) in (6) are not available in closed forms. It is, however, possible to approximate these integrals by numerical methods or Monte Carlo simulation. Numerical integration was used for bivariate gamma frailties by Cook, Lawless, and Lee (2010) . This solution is feasible, however, only for low-dimensional random vectors w i (Vaida and Xu 2000) . The MCEM method used in this paper, however, provides a flexible way to handle more than two types of events.
7 At E step, we obtain S samples after burn-in and thinning from the conditional distribution of the random effects. Based on graphical checks of the MCMC trace plot, we discarded 5,000 samples for burn-in in the simulation study and data analysis. We use the autocorrelation function (ACF) plot to diagnose the autocorrelations among the MCMC samples.
For the simulation study and data analysis, we took a sample of every 10 samples based on the ACF plots. For the computation of the conditional mean and the variance-covariance matrix, we used S = 10,000 thinned samples, which is typically large enough to make the MCMC error negligible. Because the MCMC algorithm was implemented in C, the MCMC sampling is efficient computationally.
With the thinned samples, the conditional expectations E w|t (w ij ) and E w|t (u ij ) can be estimated by
The estimate, β
in (6). Because there is no closed-form expression for the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate β (q+1) , numerical optimization procedures are used. In particular, we used the optim() function in R (2013) for optimization.
For estimating the baseline cumulative intensity functions, we used the profile likelihood approach at which we fix β = β in (4), and used a step function to estimate the baseline cumulative intensity function, which only jumps at the distinct event time points. This leads the Breslow type of estimator. In particular, the estimate of the Λ 0j (t) is given by
By maximizing E w|t [L 2 (θ|w)], the maximum likelihood estimate for the variance-covariance matrix can be given in the form
Note in this case, θ is the unknown parameters in Σ.
We summarize the MCEM algorithm as follows.
Algorithm 2:
1. Choose a starting point ξ
.
2. (E step), at step q, using the current parameter values ξ
, generate S thinned samples
′ from the conditional distribution of g(w|ξ) using the MetropolisHastings algorithm in Algorithm 1. When the relative change in parameter values from two successive iterations is small then it is considered as convergence achieved. That is, one can apply the stopping rule suggested by Booth and Hobert (1999) , which is
where (d = 1, . . . , D) is the number of parameters in the parameter vector ξ, and δ 1 and δ 2 are predetermined values. Alternatively, Levine and Casella (2001) suggested a stopping rule after a fixed number of iterations, which is a useful stopping rule for practice. Graphical tools can be used for checking the convergence of the algorithm.
Statistical Inference
The EM algorithm provides only the parameter estimates. For statistical inference, the variance-covariance matrix is often needed. Because the baseline cumulative intensity function is nonparametric, we use the discrete local information matrix for inference. The discrete local information matrix is usually used for the statistical inference of frailty models (e.g.,
Chapter 5 of Duchateau and Janssen 2008).
In the discrete local information matrix, the parameters are β, θ, and the amount of jump in the step functions for the baseline. Those jumps are denoted by
to denote all the discrete parameter. Now we can compute the variancecovariance matrix corresponding to ζ. The Louis's formula in Louis (1982) is used for finding estimates of the variance-covariance matrix. In particular,
9
The formulae for the first and second derivatives are available in Appendix A. One can compute the terms in (8) using samples of the last iteration of the EM steps to obtain I ζ .
The variance-covariance matrix of ζ is obtained as Σ ζ = I −1 ζ . Let Σ β , Σ θ , and Σ λ j be the diagonal block matrices of Σ ζ corresponding to parameter vectors β, θ, and λ j , respectively.
According to the asymptotic theory in Parner (1998) , the asymptotic normality holds for the ML estimators for β and θ. That is, β∼MVN β, Σ β , and θ∼MVN θ, Σ θ , which can be used for statistical hypothesis testing and construction of confidence intervals for β and θ.
The estimator of Λ 0j (t) can be expressed as Λ 0j (t) = g j (t, λ j ), where g j (t, λ j ) = t jl ≤t λ jl , j = 1, · · · , J. The asymptotic normality does not hold for the estimators for the jumps λ.
The estimator for the cumulative intensity function Λ 0j (·), however, asymptotically follows a Gaussian process with the mean function Λ 0j (·) and a variance function V 0j (·) (Parner 1998 ).
The variance function V 0j (·) can be consistently estimated by
The statistical hypothesis testing and construction of confidence interval for Λ 0j (t) can be based on the asymptotic normality of Λ 0j (t).
Simulation Studies
In this section, simulations were used to examine the empirical performance of our proposed method in finite samples.
Simulation Settings
To illustrate the flexibility of the proposed approach, we simulated data where three types of events may occur. There was one treatment variable with two levels (e.g., treatment vs.
placebo) in the simulated data. Different sample sizes were also simulated to study the effect of sample size on estimation performance. The details of simulation are described as follows.
1. Set the study sample size m = 100, 200, and 500, respectively. The regression coefficients were set to be β 1 = −1, β 2 = −.5, and β 3 = −0.8 for each of the three event types, respectively.
2. The multivariate random effect w i = (w i1 , w i2 , w i3 ) ′ is generated from a multivari- 3. The treatment effect variable x i is generated from a Bernoulli distribution with p = 0.5.
4. The maximum follow up time C is set to be 1 or 2 to represent different study lengths.
The random censoring time C * i is assumed to be exponentially distributed with rate α c = 0.5. Here C i is the censored time for subject i th and C i = min {C * i , C}.
5. For each event type (j = 1, 2, 3), for simplicity, set λ 0j (t) = 1 which makes the recurrent event process to be a Poisson process. This means we can simulate the inter-arrival time, z ijl , between two events from an exponential distribution with rate parameter 
Simulation Results
We used 1000 simulation runs. All calculations for the simulation studies were performed using parallel computing with R (2013). The results are obtained based on the algorithms of Section 3. The empirical mean square errors (MSE), variance, average of the estimated variance, and bias of the estimators were obtained. The coverage probability of the confidence interval procedures for unknown parameters were also obtained. Figure 3 shows the empirical coverage probability for confidence interval procedures for β and θ. Figure 4 shows the pointwise empirical coverage probability for the confidence interval procedure for Λ 01 (·).
From the comprehensive simulation results, we observed the following:
• In general, the MSE decrease as the number of subjects increases, and longer follow-up time leads to a smaller MSE, because more events are observed. Higher correlation in the variance-covariance matrix of random effects tends to have a higher MSE.
• The results for the variance, estimated variance, and bias are similar. The estimated variance tends to be larger than the variance but they are getting closer when the number of subjects increase or the follow-up period is extended.
• The performance of the coverage probability is around the 0.95 nominal level, and it is getting closer to 0.95 when the number of subjects increases. For the baseline intensity functions Λ 0j (·)'s, the improvement is more evident on the early part (i.e., when t is small) of the function, when m increases.
In summary, the simulation results for the regression coefficients β, variance-covariance parameters θ, and the baseline intensity functions Λ 0j (·)'s are as expected and show that our procedure works well.
Application to a Real Dataset
We applied our proposed model to the data collected as a part of the Nutritional Prevention of Cancer trial conducted by Arizona Cancer Center (e.g., Abu-Libdeh et al. 1990 , Clark et al. 1996 , and Duffield-Lillico et al. 2003 to study the efficacy of a nutritional supplement of selenium in the prevention of skin cancers among high-risk patients. Patients with previous history of either multiple basal cell carcinoma (BCC) or a squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) or otherwise at high risk for skin cancer were recruited into the trial in one of seven clinics. A total of 1,312 patients were enrolled in the study. There were 120 patients found to have incomplete follow-up data for the tumor types thus we exclude them from the analysis.
We applied the analysis to a total of 1,192 patients with 606 and 586 randomly assigned to treatment (Selenium) group (x i = 1) and placebo group (x i = 0), respectively. Patients received a nutritional supplement of 200 micro-gram of selenium per day or a placebo. Patients were followed closely for a minimum of 4 years by means of frequent and regular clinic visits. They were also instructed on self-examination for appearance of skin lesions and told to report to the clinic if they observe any suspicious symptoms without waiting for the next scheduled appointment. Coverage Probability Coverage Probability Events of interest were the successive incidence times of the two types of tumors. The first type was the detection of one or more basal cell carcinoma (BCC) at a clinic visit, while the second type was the medical detection of one or more squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) at a clinic visit. Figure 5 shows the tumor occurrence times and types for a sample of 40 patients in the skin cancer dataset. Some patients did not develop any new events (e.g., subjects 101, 103, and 130), some patients were observed to develop only new events of a particular type (e.g., subjects 100, 110, and 124), and some experienced both types (e.g., subjects 102, 120, and 140). The last follow-up time point was treated as a censoring point.
Descriptive statistics for the total number of observed events according to the cancer type and treatment group are given in Table 1 .
We fitted the proposed multi-type model using the MCEM algorithm to the skin cancer data with two types of events (BCC -type I; SCC -type II). The initials values for ξ were the estimated values from the corresponding Cox model with Gaussian frailties separately for each type of event.
In the E step of the MCEM algorithm, we used the MetropolisHastings algorithm with 100,000 samples after a burn-in sample of 5,000. The convergence of the MCMC was checked through visual inspection. Supplementary Figure 21 shows the MCMC trace plot, which shows the Monte Carlo chains converge well. We also used the autocorrelation function (ACF) plot to assess the autocorrelation among the MC samples.
Supplementary Figure 21 also shows the ACF plots for the Monte Carlo samples. Based on the ACF plots, we took a thinned sample of every 10 Monte Carlo samples. Thus, we used S = 10,000 thinned samples in the MCEM algorithm. Table 2 presents the estimates for the treatment effects and variance-covariance component parameters and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals based on the multi-type model. Figure 6 shows the estimated baseline cumulative intensity functions and correspond- We did some additional analyses on the skin cancer data for some comparisons and to gain some more insights. Existing approaches include single-type Andersen-Gill (AG) analysis with robust variance, single-type semiparametric model using the normal distribution for the random effects (Gaussian), and single-type semiparametric frailty gamma model (Gamma). Table 3 gives a summary of alternative model fittings to the skin cancer dataset. The AG1 model in Table 3 is the AG model according to the method described in pages 185-186
of Therneau and Grambsch (2000) . In this model, there is only one covariate, which is the treatment group (treatment vs placebo). Thus, the model essentially is a time-varying Poisson process. In this special case, the AG model and the model in Lin et al. (2000) are the same. Because the independent increments model assumption may not be met, the robust variance is typically used for inference. Overall, the results from the single-type frailty models and the AG1 model reveal broadly comparable estimates for both the treatment effects. The results from the multi-type model, however, has a smaller p-value (0.340 vs 0.498) for the treatment effect in the SCC type, although this effect is not statistically significant. In addition, we fitted the AG model with the number of previous events as an additional covariate in the model. The results are shown as AG2 model in Table 3 .
Interestingly but as expected, the treatment effect is completely wiped out for both types of the events. The effect is picked up by the number of previous events. For subject with more number of previous events, it is more likely to have events in the future. We also examined a non-parametric approach to test the treatment effect within each type, using the robust test for treatment comparison in Cook, Lawless, and Nadeau (1996) . The p-values were 0.124 and 0.527 for the treatment effects for types BCC and SCC, respectively. These results are In summary, the treatment effects for both types of skin cancers are not statistically significant, although the point estimates show increased rates in the treatment group. Through the multi-type modeling, we found that there is more heterogeneity in the event process of the SCC type of cancer and there is a mild to medium correlation between the occurrence of the two cancer types.
Concluding Remarks and Areas for Future Research
This paper provides a semiparametric methodology to characterize the incidence rate of event types, estimate the impact of covariates, and understand the correlation structure among event types. Maximum likelihood estimates of the regression coefficients, variancecovariance components, and nonparametric baseline intensity functions are obtained based on an MCEM algorithm. A Metropolis-Hastings sampling was used to draw from the conditional distribution of the random effects. The proposed model performs well for simulated datasets with different censoring rates and number of events per subject. The method is illustrated via its application to the skin cancer prevention dataset collected to study the effect of selenium supplementation on the risk of developing two types of tumors.
The model is developed for data with multiple covariates and a multivariate Gaussian distribution is used to model the correlated random effects. The algorithm can be modified 20 for other multivariate distributions desired for the random effects. The model can also be adopted easily for data with time-dependent covariates. Furthermore, generalizations of the model are not considered in this paper but can be made in a future work by including multilevel frailty, dependent censoring, and assessing the goodness of fit and the influence analysis. Robust variance estimators can also be considered in the setting of multi-type events (e..g, Al-Khalidi et al. 2011) . Automated MCEM algorithms (e.g., Booth and Hobert 1999, and Fan 2004) could be adopted for the current model and study the efficacy of the different routines. Finally, using the copula function to model the multivariate correlated frailties is an area of interest for our future work.
respectively. Here, L = L (ξ|t, w). The first and second partial derivatives of the loglikelihood function in (3) with respective to β j 's and λ jl 's are
respectively. All other partial second derivatives that are not shown above are zero.
